
ONLINE
SOURCES OF 
INFORMATION
Before you can think about how to tackle a 
challenge, you first need to understand what 
exists today. Collecting information about 
existing conditions gets everyone on the same 
page with facts.

Other sources you know of?  



Free Online Information
This section will focus on free information you can 
find online.

For information about how to gather opinions and 
insights about how residents perceive the 
neighborhood, go to the “engagement” tools.

As noted in the “How to do a Neighborhood Plan”, 
a first step is to collect other plans, reports, or studies 
that have already been done. Ask your district 
planner about where to find these.

For each of the city websites, we’ll list some 
examples of how you can use the information in 
your neighborhood. Take a little time to get familiar 
with these sites. Information is power!
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phila.gov/stressmap

Demographic information, like level of education, 
income, ethnicity, age, and employment, can reveal a 
lot about a community. The most helpful source of 
demographic information is the U.S. Census Bureau, 
which must count the country’s population every 10 
years. Census information is available at very local 
levels. The smallest levels are the census tract (about 
4,000 people) and the census block group (about 1,500 
people).

http://factfinder.census.gov
www.socialexplorer.com
www.policymap.com

These maps show which neighborhoods experience 
different kinds of stressors, by combining key 
measures of poverty, health, education, employment 
and quality of life.

Find the percentage of people living in poverty in a 
particular neighborhood.

See what parts of the city experience the highest 
temperatures.

Identify areas of high and low drug crime arrests.

Examine unemployment levels across different parts 
of the city.

See median household income levels in different 
neighborhoods.

Stress Map:  

Census Information: “I am using the city data 
and maps to create 

community clean-up 
campaigns” 

–Citizen Planner
 Carmella Vassor-Johnson
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atlas.phila.gov
eclipse.phila.gov

phila.gov/property

Questions you can answer on this site:
Does this property have a history of violations or damage?
What does this location look like now, and what did it look 
like in the past?
Where do I vote and who is my Councilperson?
What RCOs (Registered Community Organizations) are in 
my area?

Atlas is a tool that combines property data from multiple 
departments into one source. You can find detailed 
information about a particular address at one time. 

This site is great for:
Getting the history of activity at or near an address (311, 
crime incidents, vacant property, zoning appeals) across 
several departments
Deeds and L&I (permits, zoning history, violations, licenses)
Zoning (pending legislations, overlays, RCO contacts)
Nearby (zoning appeals, 311 requests)
Measuring tools & viewing street and aerial imagery
Historical maps
Finding your polling place, elected representatives, and RCOs

ECLIPSE: 

–Citizen Planner
Dana Mitchell

   “I use it to look up 
properties requesting 
a variance, to see what 
  RCOs cover a specific 
   property, as well as 
    zoning overlays and 
     historic designation.”

Atlas:

Property Search:  

This site allows for streamlined research focused on real 
estate details. It’s great for viewing or downloading a list of 
properties in an area (up to 250) and provides detailed 
property characteristics and sales/tax history.

Sample questions you can answer:
     Can I get a summary of property information (including    
     property owner’s mailing address) on a block or small area?
     Which of my neighbors are eligible for the Homestead 
     Exemption property tax discount but aren’t enrolled?

“First and foremost I use it for 
zoning. Also when I’m out in the 
community and people ask me 

about whether a property has the 
required permits, I pull Atlas up 

right there on my phone.” 

–Citizen Planner Tara Gontek

This is the online site to search for business licenses, 
contractor and trade licenses and permits issued after 
3/16/20. You can use this search tool to investigate whether a 
contractor or trade licensee has a license in good standing.
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openmaps.phila.gov

A few examples of the types of information you 
can see on the map:

Boundaries of Registered Community Organizations (RCOs)
Protected Historic Places (Philadelphia Registry of Historic Places)
Zoning Board Appeals (Zoning and Planning)
Demolitions, Inspections, Unsafe Buildings (Licenses & Inspec-
tions)
Construction Permits
Recreation Centers
School Catchments

Historical Materials:
When planning for the future, you need to 
understand how and why your neighborhood 
became the way it is. Knowing neighborhood history 
also helps you include and respect the people who 
live there now and lived there in the past. Every 
Phila2035 District Plan includes a brief history 
section in the beginning of the plan: 
www.Phila.2035.org  

     Photos and maps: 
    www.phillyhistory.org/PhotoArchive/Home.aspx 
    Maps, atlases, and land surveys:
    www.philageohistory.org
    Deeds (not free, must pay a fee): 
    http://epay.phila-records.com/

In addition to these general sources, there are special 
resources at the neighborhood level:
     Interviews with longtime residents and store owners
     Church records
     Private letters and diaries
     Keepsakes & heirlooms
     Neighborhood business records

Traffic and Streets:

Open Maps

This is a great “at a glance” map that lets you select 
multiple types of information (almost 100 topics!) 
about properties at the same time in any selected 
area of the city. You can compare different types of 
information and see how they might answer 
questions you have.

        “I use open maps to 
    show the properties that 
    make up our community 
garden, overlaid on an aerial 
      image of the garden.”

–Citizen Planner
Angela McFadden

Common problems are too much traffic and cars driving too 
fast in residential areas. The Mayor’s Office of Transportation 
and Infrastructure Systems www.phillyotis.com and the 
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 
www.dvrpc.org have information on traffic volumes and 
rush hour traffic on major streets and highways.


